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*Author’s note, May 23, 2013: This report has been updated to reflect the new anti-foreign law bill that recently passed the North Carolina House.
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The Rev. Daniel Rosemergy, a minister with the Greater Nashville Unitarian Universalist Congregation and a board member of the Middle Tennessee Interfaith Alliance, speaks on Tuesday, March 1, 2011, at a press conference in Nashville, Tenn., in opposition to a legislative proposal that would make it a felony in Tennessee to follow some versions of the Islamic code known as Shariah.
A troubling trend is quickly developing in state legislatures across the country: In a thinly concealed attempt to inflame anti-Muslim attitudes, lawmakers in 32 states have moved to ban foreign or international law. The bans are based on model legislation designed by anti-Muslim activist David Yerushalmi and promoted by activists who have stirred up fears that Islamic laws and customs—commonly referred to as “Sharia”—are taking over American courts. Although proponents of these bans have failed to cite a single instance where a U.S. court has relied on Sharia to resolve a dispute, foreign law bans have been enacted in Oklahoma, Kansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Arizona, while a related ban on religious law has been enacted in South Dakota.

Although attacking a problem that does not exist, foreign law bans threaten to create genuine problems of their own. Several of the bans stray from well-established rules that courts follow in applying foreign law. The bans in Kansas and Oklahoma, for example, seem to require judges to reject any foreign law or judgment that comes from a country that does not protect rights in the same way that the United States does. This could have serious unintended consequences for people of all faiths, including:

- **Disrupting family life:** Marriage licenses, prenuptial agreements, adoption agreements, divorce decrees, and child custody orders may not be honored in several U.S. states simply because they are based on a religious creed or foreign law.

- **Frustrating religious arbitrations:** Since most foreign law bans also apply to arbitration tribunals, they call into question the ability of religious believers to settle family and other personal disputes through arbitration.

- **Thwarting choice of law in litigation and arbitration:** Commercial parties frequently choose the law of another country to govern how a dispute is resolved. The bans are likely to compel state tribunals to override such a choice in a greater number of cases.

Foreign law bans also raise a host of other issues, including:

- **Violating the separation of powers:** The separation of powers prevents the concentration of too much power in any one branch of government. Giving state legislatures the power to dictate what legal sources the courts can look at when interpreting the law undermines this fundamental principle of American governance.

- **Invalidating court decisions in other states:** State courts are bound to give “full faith and credit” to court decisions of other states. A foreign law ban could affect that arrangement when another state has considered foreign laws.

- **Banning international law:** Some of the bans are so broad that they may cover international law. This body of law is part of the laws of the land under the Supremacy Clause and is treated just like federal law. But the bans pull out this category of law for special scrutiny.

Foreign law bans are currently a solution in search of a problem. If these bans become law, however, states may soon be searching for solutions to the problems they have created.

**Quick Facts**

- **Difficulties enforcing foreign money judgments and arbitral awards:** Parties may experience difficulties when trying to enforce a judgment or arbitral award obtained in another country that does not protect due process and other constitutional rights in the same way that the United States does.

Foreign law bans also raise a host of other issues, including:

- **Violating the separation of powers:** The separation of powers prevents the concentration of too much power in any one branch of government. Giving state legislatures the power to dictate what legal sources the courts can look at when interpreting the law undermines this fundamental principle of American governance.

- **Invalidating court decisions in other states:** State courts are bound to give “full faith and credit” to court decisions of other states. A foreign law ban could affect that arrangement when another state has considered foreign laws.

- **Banning international law:** Some of the bans are so broad that they may cover international law. This body of law is part of the laws of the land under the Supremacy Clause and is treated just like federal law. But the bans pull out this category of law for special scrutiny.

Foreign law bans are currently a solution in search of a problem. If these bans become law, however, states may soon be searching for solutions to the problems they have created.
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Introduction and summary

Over the past two years, a number of state legislatures have moved to ban the use of foreign or international law in legal disputes. As of the date of this report, lawmakers in 32 states have introduced and debated these types of bills.¹ Foreign law bans have already been enacted in Oklahoma, Kansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Arizona, while a related ban on the enforcement of “any religious code” has been enacted in South Dakota.² Most recently, intensive campaigning by the Anti-Defamation League and religious freedom groups resulted in the defeat of a proposed foreign law ban in Florida.³ But at least six states are poised to pass similar measures in 2013 and 2014: Missouri, North Carolina, Texas, Alabama, South Carolina, and Iowa.⁴ Table 1 below illustrates the anti-foreign law movement across the country.

Although packaged as an effort to protect American values and democracy, the bans spring from a movement whose goal is the demonization of the Islamic faith. Beyond that, however, many foreign law bans are so broadly phrased as to cast doubt on the validity of a whole host of personal and business arrangements. Their enactment could result in years of litigation as state courts struggle to construe what these laws actually mean and how they interact with well-established legal doctrines. The legal uncertainties created by foreign law bans are the reason why a range of business and corporate interests as well as representatives of faith communities have mobilized against them. The American Bar Association, the country’s largest and most respected association of legal professionals, has also passed a resolution opposing the bans.⁵

The most vociferous proponents of foreign law bans are a small network of activists who cast Muslim norms and culture, which they collectively and inaccurately labeled as Sharia law, as one of the greatest threats to American freedom since the Cold War.⁶ Ground zero for this effort was Oklahoma, and the lessons learned there provided a template for anti-Sharia efforts in other states. On Election Day 2010 Oklahoma voters overwhelmingly approved the Save Our State referendum, a ballot initiative that banned the use of Sharia in the state’s courts.⁷ While the
Oklahoma measure was immediately challenged in court, and ultimately struck down as unconstitutionally discriminatory toward American Muslims, its proponents launched a nationwide movement to recast anti-Sharia measures as bans on foreign and international law. This involved removing specific references to Islam in order to help the measures pass legal muster and successfully tapping into deep-rooted suspicions about the influence of foreign laws over the American legal system. While the intent of foreign law bans is clear, proponents of these bans hope that the foreign law veneer will save the measures from being invalidated on constitutional grounds.

FIGURE 1
Foreign law bans across the United States

Source: Various news media.
Most foreign law bans are crafted so that they seem to track the rules normally followed by courts when considering whether to apply foreign law. State courts consider drawing upon foreign law in situations ranging from contract disputes where the parties have selected the law of another nation as controlling, to cases where the validity of a marriage or custody arrangement concluded in another country are questioned. And state courts routinely apply foreign law provided it does not violate U.S. public policy. State courts, for example, will not recognize polygamous marriages, which are permitted in some Muslim countries, and most of them will not recognize marriages between same-sex couples, which are permitted in many European countries. While cases involving foreign law occasionally impinge upon American public policy concerns, most are quite uncontroversial. A typical case involving foreign law—described by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia in a recent speech—would be one where the Court, for example, was called on to decide whether a corporation organized in the British Virgin Islands was a citizen or subject of a foreign state. The answer to the question depended on English law, and so the Court naturally looked to that body of law, said Justice Scalia.

The very premise of foreign law bans, however, is that law that comes from outside the United States is something to be feared. The bans depart sufficiently from current practice and jeopardize well-established rules regulating the application of foreign law in American courts. Several of the bans suggest that the use of foreign law is prohibited not only when the law at issue in a particular case is at variance with constitutional values, but also when the legal system of the country from which the law emerges is itself not in conformity with these values. That is to say laws from countries that do not protect rights in the same way that the United States does should be prohibited in U.S. courts. Kansas, for example, prohibits state courts from relying on foreign laws from any system that does not grant the same measure of rights provided under the U.S. and Kansas constitutions. The anti-foreign law bill that was recently signed into law in Oklahoma, as well as bills under consideration in Missouri and Iowa, are similar in scope. By essentially engaging state courts in wholesale evaluations of foreign legal systems, these bans open up the type of broad inquiry that is inimical to the case-by-case approach typically applied by American courts.

Through a detailed examination of the anti-Sharia movement and a look at how U.S. courts have traditionally approached foreign and religious law, this report shows that the foreign law bans are both anti-Muslim in intent and throw into question the status of a range of contractual arrangements involving foreign and religious law. The report begins by explaining how the anti-Sharia movement
evolved into an anti-foreign law campaign in order to avoid the patently unconstitutional practice of explicitly targeting Muslims.

It next explains the role of foreign and international law in American courts and the difference between the two. The international law to which the United States subscribes—for example, treaties ratified by the Senate—is part of the law of the land by virtue of the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution. Foreign law, on the other hand, is the domestic law of other countries and is used by American courts only where its application does not violate public policy. This section explains that while the use of foreign sources in constitutional interpretation is hotly contested, the consideration of foreign law in everyday disputes—such as those involving contracts—is largely uncontroversial and that courts have long used carefully calibrated tools to ensure that application of foreign laws does not violate U.S. policy.

We then turn to the specifics of the foreign law bans and demonstrate that some bans are inconsistent with the practice of U.S. courts and that all bans create uncertainty about how non-U.S. legal sources will be treated. The foreign law bans also raise serious questions under separation of powers principles, as well as the Full Faith and Credit and Contract clauses of the Constitution. The report next details the possible disruptive consequences of foreign law bans, particularly for American families and businesses, and then uncovers the true purpose of foreign law bans. Simply put, it is to target Muslims. Based on this context, we argue that the bans are vulnerable to challenge under the First Amendment and several state constitutions as unduly burdening the free exercise of religion.

The report concludes by recommending that state legislatures considering such bills should reject them, and those that have passed foreign law bans should repeal them. The bans set out to cure an illusory problem but could create a myriad of unintended real ones. These bans, moreover, send a message that a state is unreceptive to foreign businesses and minority groups, particularly Muslims. And, as this report details, these bans sow confusion about a variety of personal and business arrangements. The issues raised by foreign law bans may lead to decades of litigation as state courts examine their consequences and struggle to interpret them in ways that avoid constitutional concerns and discrimination against all minority faiths.
From anti-Sharia measures to foreign law bans

The anti-Sharia movement

The anti-Sharia movement is the brainchild of a small group of anti-Islam activists led by Arizona-based lawyer David Yerushalmi who argue that Sharia is a “totalitarian” ideology that undermines constitutional values. They cite the most draconian interpretations of Sharia to stoke fears that, should Sharia ever infiltrate American courts, women will be forced to wear veils, thieves will have their hands cut off, and women will be stoned to death for adultery.

These claims grossly mischaracterize both the meaning and practice of Sharia. Sharia encompasses the teachings of the Koran, the Sunnah—the behavior and sayings of the Muslim Prophet Mohammed—and the interpretations of Muslim scholars over centuries. The basic tenets of Sharia would be familiar to any Christian or Jew: faith in a single god, prayer, charitable giving, and fasting. But, as explained in a recent report by the Institute for Social Policy and Understanding, Sharia, similar to any other religious tradition, is deeply contested and interpreted and practiced in different ways. While certain versions of Sharia are undoubtedly inimical to American constitutional values, treating these versions as the only authentic understanding of Islam—the religion of more than a billion people around the world—both ignores the diversity of interpretations of Islam and casts suspicion on all Muslims.

The anti-Sharia movement also distorts how U.S. courts treat Sharia and other religious codes such as Catholic canon law and Jewish law. Many persons of faith—including Muslims, Jews, and Catholics—arrange their everyday lives according to religious laws and customs. These arrangements include family matters such as marriages, divorces, and adoptions, as well as commercial affairs such as personal- and business-financial transactions.

Disputes arising from such contractual arrangements are routinely settled by U.S. courts as long as they can do so according to neutral principles of law.
U.S. court, for example, will enforce an agreement stating that upon divorce, one spouse is to pay the other a sum of money to be calculated according to the principles of the Torah or the Koran. An agreement specifying the payment of $100,000 upon divorce is another matter, however. And even if it reflects a religious obligation, such an agreement will be enforced if it fulfills the requirements that apply to all premarital agreements. Likewise, when individuals choose to take family and property disputes to religious arbitration instead of the courts, they may ask for the courts’ help to enforce an arbitration agreement or award. Although U.S. courts take extra care not to be involved with the doctrinal merits of the underlying religious dispute, they largely “treat religious arbitration courts as they treat any other arbitration panel.”

Despite this longstanding approach to handling contracts based on religious law, the anti-Sharia movement has strained the bounds of truth in its effort to demonstrate that the religious traditions of Muslims in particular threaten America. In June 2011 the Center for Security Policy—a group founded by anti-Muslim activist Frank Gaffney and where Yerushalmi serves as general counsel—issued a report asserting that, “Shariah law has entered into state court decisions, in conflict with the Constitution and state public policy.” The report listed the “Top 20” such cases as proof that “some judges are making decisions deferring to Shariah law even when those decisions conflict with Constitutional protections.”

Fortunately, none of this is true.

Reviewing the anti-Sharia movement’s purported evidence, including its list of the so-called “Top 20” cases, Matthew Franck, a legal analyst at the conservative National Review, concluded:

> Thirty-five years’ worth of American law, and we have a whopping seven cases in which some ‘foreign law’ was honored (not even Sharia in every case), and not enough information even to tell if something truly unjust happened in any of the seven. In the other thirteen cases, Sharia-law principles were rejected either at trial or on appeal.

The two cases most frequently cited by the anti-Sharia movement illustrate Franck’s conclusions. The first involved a Moroccan couple living in New Jersey. The wife alleged that her husband had repeatedly raped her and sought a restraining order. A state court judge denied her request partly based on the view that under Sharia law there was no concept of sexual assault within a marriage—a doc-
trine that a handful of U.S. states accept as valid still today. The appellate court promptly reversed the ruling, firmly rejecting the defendant’s reliance on religious beliefs as a justification for his acts. The second case involved an Iraqi man residing in Arizona who murdered his daughter because she was living with a man who was not her husband. While the media and the prosecutors characterized the case as an “honor killing,” the defendant never raised such a defense. He was found guilty and duly sentenced to nearly 35 years in prison.

Undeterred by the facts and spurred on by the network of anti-Muslim activists, lawmakers across the country have devoted significant public time and resources to addressing this nonexistent threat. One of the first instances was in Oklahoma where on November 2, 2010, 70 percent of voters approved the Save Our State referendum amending the state constitution by requiring that Oklahoma courts:

... when exercising their judicial authority, shall uphold and adhere to the law as provided in the United States Constitution, the Oklahoma Constitution, the United States Code, federal regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, established common law, the Oklahoma Statutes and rules promulgated pursuant thereto, and if necessary the law of another state of the United States provided the law of the other state does not include Sharia Law, in making judicial decisions. The courts shall not look to the legal precepts of other nations or cultures. Specifically, the courts shall not consider international law or Sharia Law.

The amendment was challenged under the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the Constitution, which forbids the government from discriminating against any religion. On November 29, 2010, a federal district court enjoined the amendment, finding that the plaintiff had made a strong showing of likelihood of success on the merits of his claim that the amendment unconstitutionally discriminates against Islam. The federal court of appeals reaffirmed this conclusion in its decision to strike down Oklahoma’s anti-Sharia measure as unconstitutional. In doing so, the court noted that the parties defending the ban “did not know of even a single instance where an Oklahoma court had applied Sharia law or used the legal precepts of other nations or cultures, let alone that such applications or uses had resulted in concrete problems in Oklahoma.”
Foreign law bans

The Oklahoma constitutional amendment is the most frank and unadorned statement of the intent of anti-Sharia measures. In a bid to avoid the constitutional problems that Oklahoma faced, state constitutional amendments and legislative bills motivated by the same agenda have taken a different course. Instead of referring explicitly to Islam or Sharia, these initiatives now prohibit state courts from enforcing foreign law where it conflicts with federal and state constitutional rights.

This shift from specific anti-Sharia measures to foreign law bans is also strategic. In a 2011 interview with *The New York Times*, David Yerushalmi revealed that the new measures were designed to appeal to “a broader constituency that had long opposed the influence of foreign laws in the United States.” While U.S. courts have used foreign and international law for centuries, in recent years the use of these sources in constitutional interpretation has become the subject of controversy. In particular, references to foreign and international sources in court decisions involving socially divisive issues such as the death penalty, affirmative action, and gay rights have raised concerns about foreign influence, including a failed attempt to make it a criminal offense for federal judges to rely on foreign and international law in interpreting the U.S. Constitution.

In reality, courts use international and foreign law without much fanfare in ordinary cases, such as when a dispute involves a right under a treaty or when the parties choose the law of another country to govern a business dispute. When it comes to interpreting the Constitution or U.S. law, however, courts have steadfastly refused to treat these sources as precedent, referring to them only to gain insight about a common legal problem.

The latest slew of foreign law bans ignores this centuries-long practice of judicial restraint, reviving unwarranted fears that foreign and international law is threatening to infiltrate the U.S. legal system.

Foreign law bans are considered innocuous by some because they seem similar to a rule already followed by U.S. courts. But their unambiguous hostility to the law of other countries and their ambiguous phrasing threaten to disrupt routine uses of foreign and international law in state courts and arbitrations. This raises a host of questions about their scope and applicability that will have to be adjudicated by state courts, potentially creating manifold problems for American businesses and families.
International and foreign law in American courts

While the terms “international law” and “foreign law” are sometimes used interchangeably, they refer to very different bodies of law, which have different standing in our legal system. Under the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution, international law that is accepted by the United States becomes part of American law. Foreign law, in contrast, is never considered to be part of U.S. law and may only be used if it does not violate public policy. A short description of the two types of law will help to clarify the issue.

International law traditionally consists of “rules and principles governing the relations and dealings of nations with each other.” A main source of international law is treaties, which are agreements that the president negotiates with foreign governments. Under the Constitution a treaty becomes part of the “supreme law of the Land” when it is approved by a two-thirds majority of the Senate and ratified by the president. Some treaties are considered automatically binding on U.S. courts, while others must be implemented into law by Congress. Often, but not always, the latter type of treaty is incorporated into domestic law through federal legislation.

Treaties have long governed U.S. relations with the rest of the world in areas as diverse as commerce, shipping, and the protection of diplomats. In fact, one of the first U.S. treaties was responsible for establishing American sovereignty: The Treaty of Paris, ratified by Congress in 1784, officially ended the American Revolutionary War and delineated the boundaries of U.S. territories.

The Supreme Court has also recognized another category of international agreements as having the same binding force as treaties: executive agreements. These are agreements that the executive branch enters into without the advice and consent of the Senate. A famous example is the agreement that former President Franklin

A modern example of a treaty that is commonly interpreted and enforced by the courts is the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction. The Convention seeks to secure the prompt return of children who have been kidnapped and taken abroad. Congress enacted the International Child Abduction Remedies Act, or ICARA, in 1988 to implement the nation’s obligations under the Convention. Although the Convention is now the “law of the land,” it is also an agreement between 88 countries that reflects their shared understanding of the rights and duties they owe under international law when it comes to matters of child custody.
D. Roosevelt signed with the British at the beginning of World War II, which exchanged 50 U.S. warships for control over certain British naval and air bases in the Atlantic. The Congressional Research Service estimates that between 1939 and 2012 the United States has “concluded roughly 17,300 published executive agreements.”

Finally, it is well settled that American law includes customary international law—the portion of international law that is developed through what countries do and say that suggests there is a binding international rule on a particular issue. While this may sound somewhat vague, customary law is a relatively limited set of rules that must be sufficiently well defined and widely accepted to be enforced in American courts. Many of the rules covered by customary international law, such as the recognition that piracy is an international crime and the protection of diplomats, date back centuries.

Similar to any other federal law, international law may be challenged for violating rights protected under the U.S. Constitution. International law, on the other hand, is generally considered superior to state law in the event of a conflict. In other words, state courts cannot refuse to apply international law simply because it violates individual rights granted by a state constitution.

Foreign law, on the other hand, is not part of U.S. law. The term is most commonly understood to refer to the laws of a foreign country. Foreign law is honored in both federal and state courts as long as it does not conflict with public policy. This approach is driven by practical considerations: The United States gives due regard to the laws and judgments of other countries in order to maintain healthy international relations and “peace between nations.” Our courts do not sit in judgment of the laws and values of other countries because we do not want foreign nations to pass judgment on our own.

That does not mean, however, that U.S. courts will enforce all foreign laws. They will not enforce foreign laws that conflict with public policy of which the U.S. Constitution—and in the case of state courts, the constitution of the relevant state—is surely a part. The distinction here is in the details. In considering whether to enforce a foreign law, courts will ensure that it meets fundamental constitutional requirements. But U.S. courts have never expected foreign laws to conform to every detail or particularity of American constitutional law. Litigants cannot, for example, challenge the validity of a foreign judgment simply because there was no jury trial—a right protected under the Seventh Amendment but absent in nearly every other country—or if witnesses were examined by a magistrate rather than cross-
examined by opposing counsel—a widely accepted practice in continental Europe, but one considered incompatible with American due process. On the other hand, courts have consistently rejected judgments arising from proceedings that are fundamentally unfair or patently incompetent or corrupt.

Under this rubric, foreign law is routinely used in U.S. courts. American businesses frequently enter into investments and transactions that are organized according to foreign laws or that designate foreign law as the law that governs any dispute arising out of a contract. If a dispute arises under these types of contracts, an American court may be called upon to construe foreign law in order to decide the case. The use of foreign law is also common in family matters. Courts are often called upon to recognize foreign marriages, divorce decrees, premarital agreements, custody arrangements, and adoptions. Both corporate and family arrangements are generally respected so long as they do not violate U.S. public policy.

As noted by Professor Aaron Fellmeth of Arizona State University, the foreign law bans currently in vogue in state capitals tap into an ongoing debate in “Congress, academia, and civil society, and between the justices [of the Supreme Court] themselves” about “the occasional citations to international law and foreign laws” by the Supreme Court. This debate has centered on the use of international and foreign law in interpreting the provisions of the U.S. Constitution, not on the routine use of these bodies of law where a court is called on to adjudicate a run-of-the-mill contract dispute. Citation to the almost universal rejection of the death penalty in Europe in interpreting the contours of the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment has raised objections, for example.

But even those who criticize the use of foreign law in constitutional interpretation acknowledge that its use is absolutely appropriate in a wide variety of circumstances. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia—who is known for his very public criticism of citations to foreign law in interpreting the U.S. Constitution—explained in a 2004 address to the American Society of International Law some of the appropriate uses of foreign law:

- **To interpret a treaty to which the United States is a party:** Justice Scalia explained that the “whole object” of a treaty was to “establish a single, agreed-upon regime governing the action of all the signatories.” In these circumstances U.S. courts “should give considerable respect to the interpretation of the same treaty by the courts of other signatories.”
• Where a federal statute directly or indirectly refers to a foreign law: The point made by Justice Scalia is amplified by an example that Heritage Foundation fellow Andrew Grossman highlighted during a recent congressional hearing: a prosecution for a violation of the Lacey Act, which criminalizes the “importation, possession or transfer of any wildlife in violation of ... any foreign law,” would naturally require a court to ascertain whether another country’s law actually prohibited the act in question.

• Empirical evidence of how a particular rule functions in practice: Foreign experience in implementing a rule may provide American courts with useful information about the possible consequences of a particular interpretation. The Supreme Court, for example, established the famous Miranda warning after finding that similar warnings in other countries had “no marked detrimental effect on criminal law enforcement.”

In addition, for more than a century, U.S. courts have applied foreign law for a wide variety of purposes other than constitutional interpretation in areas as diverse as family law, contract law, and employment law. A few examples suffice to demonstrate such routine and uncontroversial uses of foreign law:

• State courts are regularly called upon to determine the validity of a marriage entered into abroad and will typically do so in accordance with the law of the country where the marriage took place.

• In transnational business transactions a contract may specify the laws of other nations as governing.

• Courts may rely on foreign law in settling disputes relating to employment with a foreign company that are governed by the laws of that company’s home country.

The number of cases that require U.S. courts to consider foreign law has risen in recent years due to the expansion of global trade and commerce. This development is not limited to the federal courts. State court judges have also found that their dockets are increasingly filled with cases that involve cross-border transactions.

In these types of cases, U.S. courts have always subjected foreign law to an additional test that does not apply to international law: whether the foreign law violates public policy. Courts apply this test rigorously so as not to jeopardize comity between the United States and other nations. A court will usually apply a
foreign law even if it is inconsistent with local law, unless it, for example, sanctions criminal conduct or the termination of a contract without just cause. But courts also consistently refuse to recognize foreign laws or judgments that violate our basic notions of justice, fairness, and morality.

In sum, international legal norms that the United States has acknowledged are binding on it as part of the law of the land and are often codified in federal legislation. With regard to foreign law, courts have developed a carefully calibrated system that ensures respect for such law and at the same time prevents enforcement of laws contrary to our nation's public policy. While the use of international and foreign law in constitutional interpretation has been the subject of debate, this flexible approach has allowed courts to use international and foreign law in everyday disputes where appropriate.
New wave of foreign law bans: Legal uncertainties

The foreign law bans that have been adopted or are under consideration generally attempt to mimic the rule that is currently followed by American courts, which has led some commentators, and presumably lawmakers as well, to conclude that these bans are innocuous. While the bans vary somewhat in their precise formulations, they generally do two things: prohibit courts, government agencies, and arbitral tribunals from applying or enforcing foreign law if doing so would violate state or federal constitutional rights;76 and specify that contractual provisions stipulating that foreign law is governing will not be respected if doing so would result in the violation of rights guaranteed by the state or U.S. constitutions.77 The latter rule also applies when parties to a contract choose a foreign venue for resolving disputes, and such a choice would result in the violation of rights guaranteed by the state or U.S. constitutions.78

A closer examination of the bans, however, shows that several of them are broader in scope than the current rule and are therefore both constitutionally suspect and likely to create uncertainty and litigation about the application of foreign law.

Wholesale evaluation of fairness of foreign systems, not relevant foreign law

Several foreign law bans require state courts and tribunals to evaluate the general fairness of foreign legal systems, extending far beyond the current rules under which a court will consider whether the particular law at issue violates U.S. public policy.

The model legislation drafted by anti-Sharia activists would prohibit courts from looking at foreign law in two situations: when applying foreign law would clash with constitutional rights; and when the national system from which a foreign law emanates does not protect rights in the same way as the U.S. Constitution. The core provision of the model legislation states:
Any court, arbitration, tribunal, or administrative agency ruling or decision shall violate the public policy of this State and be void and unenforceable if the court, arbitration, tribunal, or administrative agency bases its rulings or decisions in the matter at issue in whole or in part on any law, legal code or system that would not grant the parties affected by the ruling or decision the same fundamental liberties, rights, and privileges granted under the U.S. and [State] Constitutions.⁷⁹

In other words, a court decision is invalid if it is based in whole or in part on a legal system that would not grant the parties the same fundamental rights as the U.S. Constitution and the relevant state constitution.

This is a far cry from examining whether applying a particular foreign law would violate a particular constitutional provision. Instead, the model provision being pushed by proponents of these bans would require state court judges to conduct a wholesale evaluation of foreign systems that are unfamiliar—based on precepts different from the Anglo-American common law system—and where relevant materials may often be in a different language.

The foreign law ban adopted by Kansas mimics the model language, replicating the uncertainties described above:

Any court, arbitration, tribunal or administrative agency ruling or decision shall violate the public policy of this state and be void and unenforceable if the court, arbitration, tribunal or administrative agency bases its rulings or decisions in the matter at issue in whole or in part on any foreign law, legal code or system that would not grant the parties affected by the ruling or decision the same fundamental liberties, rights and privileges granted under the United States and Kansas constitutions, including, but not limited to, equal protection, due process, free exercise of religion, freedom of speech or press, and any right of privacy or marriage.

If a Kansas court were to find that it could only honor the laws of countries that respect the same constitutional rights as the United States, this could drastically curtail trade with foreign nations such as China, America’s second-largest trading partner.⁸⁰ The impact on the use of religious law of all stripes would be equally sweeping. As journalist Matthew Schmitz pointed out in National Review:

*Sharia, of course, does not grant all the rights that the U.S. Constitution does; neither does Christian canon law or Jewish Halakhic law (or English or French law, for that matter). But why should this fact prevent a court from honoring a contract*
made under the provisions of one of these “foreign” legal systems if the contract does not itself violate any U.S. or state regulations, laws, or constitutional provisions?

Under one reading of the Kansas law, a contract that makes reference to canon law or sharia — but is otherwise perfectly legal — would be thrown out, while an identical one that makes no such reference would be upheld.  

One might posit that there is sufficient ambiguity in the Kansas ban that a court applying it would focus on whether constitutional rights would be violated in the particular case before it. But a recent decision concerning the enforceability of a Muslim marriage contract shows that this ambiguity may be cold comfort. In *Soleimani v. Soleimani* a Kansas district court indicated that under the state’s foreign law ban, it may not recognize any premarital agreement that originates from a “legal system which is obnoxious to equal rights based on gender.” Although the case was ultimately decided on other grounds, the court’s reasoning suggested that the foreign law ban superseded the traditional case-by-case consideration of the validity of a premarital agreement and instead required the court to evaluate the fairness of the legal system from which the premarital contract emanated.

It is also unclear what it means for a court to base its decisions on an offending foreign law. Take, for example, a court trying to decide when a right to prevent a child from leaving the country is considered a “right to custody.” If the court cites foreign decisions to show that its interpretation of the right to custody is widely shared by other countries, would that be a violation of the ban? Or does the ban merely prevent the court from treating these decisions as binding? What if the court refers to foreign experiences to show that too broad an interpretation of the right to custody would have negative consequences?

The foreign law bans enacted in Louisiana and Tennessee and introduced in South Carolina and Indiana are narrower in scope. First, they state that courts cannot enforce the offending foreign “law, legal code or system,” suggesting that simply referencing such laws may be permissible. Second, they seem to say that a court cannot enforce foreign law if doing so would violate a federal or state constitutional right in the particular case under consideration. Nonetheless, the reference to foreign “system”—as opposed to foreign law—creates the possibility that courts may refuse to apply the law of foreign countries that do not embrace distinctly American notions of fundamental freedoms. This introduces an element of uncertainty that is detrimental to the stability and predictability of the U.S. legal system.
Multiple variations of the foreign law ban have been introduced across the country,\(^9\) creating the possibility of chaos in the settlement of transnational disputes. Notably, the most recent wave of anti-foreign law measures that have been introduced in Oklahoma, Missouri, and Iowa follow the broader Kansas-Yerushalmi model rather than the more restrained versions of the ban.\(^9\) This increases the risk that courts in several states may be required to conduct a wholesale evaluation of the fairness of foreign systems of law rather than just looking at the case or controversy with which they are faced.

**TABLE 1**

**Types of foreign law bans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>States with similar bills</th>
<th>What does the law do?</th>
<th>What is the scope of the law?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kansas; Oklahoma</td>
<td>Missouri,* Iowa,* Pennsylvania, Georgia, Nebraska, Arkansas, Minnesota, Mississippi</td>
<td>BANS reliance on foreign law unless the foreign system grants parties the equivalent of federal or state constitutional rights</td>
<td>Widest: bans mere reliance on—as opposed to enforcement of—foreign law; can only rely on a foreign law if the system from which it originates grants the same protections as federal and state constitutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Alabama,* New Hampshire</td>
<td>BANS enforcement of foreign law unless consistent with federal or state law</td>
<td>Very wide: application of foreign law rejected not only on constitutional grounds but as long as it conflicts with American law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Indiana,* South Carolina,* Florida,* Michigan, North Carolina, Alaska, Kentucky, Mississippi, New Jersey, Utah, Virginia</td>
<td>BANS enforcement of foreign law unless consistent with federal or state constitutional rights</td>
<td>Wide: most common formulation of the ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>West Virginia, Maine</td>
<td>MUST CONSIDER as a primary factor whether foreign law violates constitutional rights</td>
<td>Unclear: primary factor approach seems to leave courts with some room, but it is unclear how such discretion will be exercised</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Introduced or reintroduced in 2013.
Not all states that have introduced anti-foreign law bills are featured in table. Why?

A small number of the bills introduced across the country are different from the four models illustrated in our table. Bills introduced in Florida, for example, confusingly adopt the language used in both the Kansas and Louisiana bans, creating considerable uncertainty about how they will be interpreted and applied. Another notable outlier is Texas, where one of the two bills introduced prohibits the use of foreign law that does not “guarantee” state or federal constitutional rights in cases concerning a “marriage relationship” or a “parent-child relationship.” It also bears mention that South Dakota has enacted a related law banning the enforcement of “religious codes.” The Appendix provides a detailed breakdown of the features and status of the bills introduced so far.

Why do the differences in the wording of the bans matter?

These differences affect how courts will interpret and apply the bans, which in turn impacts how cases involving foreign parties and arrangements are resolved. Take, for example, a Jewish couple that seeks recognition of their marriage, which was officiated by a rabbi in Israel. If they live in Louisiana, the state’s foreign law ban may not affect the validity of their marriage contract since the contract in question does not violate the constitutional rights of either spouse. They may, however, run into problems if they move to Kansas. A court there may find that the religious system on which their contract is based does not afford women the same protections granted by the U.S. and Kansas constitutions.

Disrupting the enforcement of international law

As previously explained, international law is part of the supreme law of the land and must be enforced by both federal and state courts, while courts only apply foreign law if it is consistent with public policy. Three of the four bans that have been passed thus far, however, seem to include international law within the rubric of foreign law and may be read to require courts to conduct an exhaustive constitutional review of every international rule that they are called upon to enforce. Kansas, Louisiana, and Tennessee define foreign law—which their courts are prohibited from applying—as “any law, legal code or system of a jurisdiction outside ... the United States.” As Fellmeth has observed, it is unclear whether international law, as opposed to foreign law, would be covered by this definition. It is equally unclear whether U.S. laws that rely on international law—such as the hundreds of laws implementing treaties—would be included in the definition.

Some of the bans go even further by prohibiting courts from applying the laws, codes, and systems of “international organizations and tribunals.” The United States has signed on to treaties that establish such organizations and tribunals and has committed to abiding by their rules. The World Trade Organization, for example, was set up under the Marrakesh Agreement, which Congress approved and
implemented in 1994. As a member of the World Trade Organization, or WTO, the United States is bound by its judgments when it comes to trade disputes with other nations. While private trade disputes are not litigated before the WTO, the principles articulated in these cases are commonly cited by U.S. courts in resolving cases. But under the foreign law bans, it appears that these principles may not be relied on without a constitutional analysis because they constitute foreign law.

Perhaps to avoid such an outcome, Arizona and Oklahoma explicitly exclude U.S. treaties from their definition of foreign law. While the treaty exemption is a useful innovation, these measures would nevertheless prohibit the consideration of other sources of international law, which are also part of the nation’s supreme law and binding in all states. As noted by the Congressional Research Service, the “great majority of international agreements that the United States enters into are not treaties but executive agreements,” which are not expressly exempt from any ban. The bans may also interfere with the ability of courts to interpret customary international law and general principles of international law, which are based on the practices of other countries. In the past, U.S. courts have relied on these types of international law to resolve a wide range of issues such as the nature of liability for piracy offenses, the scope of the right of extradition, and the rules of corporate-civil liability that govern international disputes.

There will also be considerable uncertainty about whether state courts acting under the bans will be able to enforce international law norms that draw upon foreign law. As Justice Scalia explained, when courts are called upon to interpret an ambiguous treaty provision, they give “considerable weight” to the judgments and practices of other signatories for an interpretation that gives effect to the “original shared understanding of [all] contracting parties.” To underscore this point, consider the fact that foreign law is a routine part of child custody disputes regulated by the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction, and that personal injury claims against aircraft carriers fall under the Montreal Convention. Refusing to consider the views of other signatories—and potentially ignoring international consensus on how a treaty should be interpreted—may provoke a backlash from foreign governments, creating difficulties for Americans seeking to enforce rights protected by treaty law in other countries.

Anti-foreign law bills introduced in 2013 would raise similar uncertainties regarding their applicability to international law, with the Wyoming version explicitly forbidding courts “from considering international law when deciding cases.” When state courts are called upon to interpret foreign law bans, they will have to
consider a myriad of these types of questions as they struggle to abide by the constitutional command that treaties must be treated as part of the “supreme Law of the Land.” As the American Bar Association, or ABA, has pointed out, uncertainty created by the relationship of foreign law bans to the application of international law in state courts “is likely to have an unanticipated and widespread negative impact on business.”

It could also jeopardize a wide range of personal arrangements regulated by international law.

Preventing enforcement of judgments from other states

A potential corollary effect of anti-foreign law measures is that they may conflict with the duty of state courts to give full faith and credit to the judgments of sister states in cases where the judgments have considered foreign laws, international norms, or religious-legal traditions.

The ABA noted that, “a state’s refusal to respect the judicial decisions of another state is a serious matter that may in many cases give rise to a constitutional violation.” Under the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the Constitution, a state is obliged to recognize the judgments of a sister state so long as the latter has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter. The Supreme Court has made clear that there is no “roving ‘public policy exception’” to the full faith and credit due judgments. This exacting obligation ensures that states are “integral parts of a single nation,” and not simply an “aggregation of independent, sovereign [entities].” The Kansas ban is the most emphatic in this regard. It appears to bar any judgment based on incompatible foreign law, even if it was rendered by the court of a sister state. The language of other foreign law bans is more qualified but may also be plausibly read to bar sister state judgments. Such a reading would undermine a core principle of federalism and cast enormous doubt on the rights and obligations of parties across state lines: Money judgments arising from international business disputes would be enforceable in some states but not others, as would marriages solemnized according to religious principles or wills probated according to the laws of the testator’s home country.

Violation of separation of powers

Restrictions on the power of state courts to consider foreign and international law may also interfere with their core judicial function, violating the separation of
powers. The U.S. government is divided into three independent branches of power, each with its own duties and responsibilities: a legislature that makes law, a judiciary that decides what the law means, and an executive that applies the law. This power-sharing arrangement checks government abuse by preventing the concentration of too much power in any one person, group, or agency. Lawmakers, for example, cannot apply the law they make, while courts cannot make the law they interpret.

These power-sharing principles are also very much part of state law. The constitutions of Arizona, Louisiana, and Tennessee, for example, expressly prohibit any branch of government from exercising the powers that “properly belong” to another. The Kansas Supreme Court has recognized that the “very structure” of the state’s system of government “gives rise to the separation of powers doctrine.”

As far back as Marbury v. Madison, it has been accepted that while the legislature has the power to write and enact laws, it is “emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is.” Determining what sources of law to look at and how they should be applied are part of figuring out what the law is and thus also quintessential judicial acts.

The Louisiana Supreme Court, for example, has exclusive authority to decide how much weight it should give to restatements of French law when interpreting the state’s Civil Code, a statute rooted in the French civil law system. The Louisiana legislature may alter the provisions of the Civil Code to establish a new legal standard that governs subsequent cases, but it cannot dictate the types of law or materials that the Louisiana Supreme Court may or may not consider in its future decisions.

By forbidding judges from looking at foreign and international law, state legislatures have effectively arrogated to themselves this power by enacting sweeping rules on how judges may or may not use foreign and international law in deciding cases. Previous attempts to pass similar laws have unsurprisingly drawn the ire of judges across the ideological spectrum, including none other than Justice Scalia himself. When bills seeking to restrict judicial reliance on foreign law were introduced in Congress, Justice Scalia issued a stern rebuke to their proponents:

“It’s none of your business. ... No one is more opposed to the use of foreign law than I am, but I’m darned if I think it’s up to Congress to direct the court how to make its decisions.”
Impeding freedom to contract

The Contract Clause of the U.S. Constitution states that, “No State shall ... pass any ... Law impairing the obligation of Contract.” This rule is violated when a “change in state law” substantially impairs any agreement that was entered into before the change. Foreign law bans—especially the version adopted in Kansas and Oklahoma and the bans being considered in Missouri and Iowa—are likely to have precisely this type of effect.

In personal and family matters, foreign law bans could call into question the validity of existing wills, adoption papers, and child custody agreements that are arranged according to religious or foreign law principles. Christians, Jews, and Muslims who have agreed to arbitrate personal and family disputes before faith-based tribunals may also find their agreements and awards in jeopardy.

American businesses that participate in international business transactions are also not spared. Take, for example, a Kansas entrepreneur who buys electronic goods from a Mexican businessman with several stores and business accounts in the United States. They both agree that Mexican law will govern, but that any dispute arising from the sale will be resolved in Kansas. When the entrepreneur receives the goods, he finds that they are defective and sues in a Kansas court to recover his money. The state’s foreign law ban may complicate what would have otherwise been a straightforward claim for damages and may require the Kansas court to scrutinize whether Mexico’s legal system is consistent with U.S. and state constitutional law. As a result, the entrepreneur may experience difficulties, delays, and higher costs trying to enforce the contract simply because he has chosen foreign law to govern his business arrangements.

The narrower formulation of the ban, which prohibits courts from enforcing foreign laws that violate state or federal constitutional rights, may not commission a wholesale evaluation of foreign-legal systems but may be disruptive in other ways. These bans, for example, could potentially upset the well-established practice of recognizing judgments from foreign courts that do not provide for jury trials. These judgments could be regarded as violating the Seventh Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and most state constitutions, which protect the right to a jury trial in cases involving money damages. U.S. courts, however, have long enforced foreign judgments that were reached without jury deliberation, provided the proceedings are fundamentally fair. Foreign law bans, even in their narrow-
est form, jeopardize this flexible rule, forcing courts to reject foreign judgments that are inconsistent with the specifics of American due process.

Any of the scenarios identified above thwarts the parties’ expectations under valid contracts. The substantial impairment of these contracts can only be justified by “a significant and legitimate public purpose,” such as “the remedying of a broad social and economic problem.” Although some of the bans have been justified on the ground that Americans need protection from foreign law, this claim seems unlikely to withstand judicial scrutiny. There is no evidence that Americans need this type of protection because, as previously discussed, the courts already have a flexible tool to refuse enforcement of foreign law on public policy grounds. Any serious examination of the issue shows that the foreign law bans address a nonexistent problem rather than a legitimate public purpose.

The legal and constitutional questions described above demonstrate that foreign law bans stray from well-established rules governing how foreign and international law should be applied in transnational disputes. They not only undermine the powers of the federal government and state courts but they also interfere with the freedom of Americans to arrange their personal and commercial affairs as they see fit. These legal infirmities mean that these bans will almost inevitably be challenged in court, with taxpayers bearing the cost defending them.
New wave of foreign law bans: Practical problems

The legal and constitutional infirmities of the bans also translate into a slew of practical problems for American families and businesses, which are detailed below.

**Problems for American families**

Perhaps the greatest risk of foreign law bans is that they will upend the lives of Americans who have entered into family arrangements overseas. They will particularly hurt the thousands of Americans who live and work in foreign countries, including executives sent abroad by U.S. companies and U.S. troops stationed overseas.

*Marriage, divorce, and prenuptial agreements*

Marriages that are legally performed and valid abroad are generally presumed to be binding in the United States. So are foreign divorce decrees provided that certain jurisdictional conditions are satisfied. The legality of these arrangements is typically litigated in state courts.

Foreign law bans throw this established practice into disarray. Under the broadest version of the foreign law ban passed in Kansas and Oklahoma and under consideration in Missouri and Iowa, foreign marriages could be challenged on the basis that the governing law or code in the country where the marriage was performed conflicts with the fundamental rights and liberties protected under the U.S. and state constitutions. The difficulties that women may experience in obtaining divorce under Jewish law, for example, could lead courts to construe Jewish marriages as “product[s] of a legal system which is obnoxious to equal rights based on gender.” The same could be said for other foreign marriages between Protestants, Catholics, Hindus, and Muslims that are officiated under religious law but recognized as legally valid in large swathes of Europe, Latin America, and...
South Asia. Such an outcome, the National Council for Jewish Women has observed, would send “a very unwelcoming” message “to the Jewish population and other minorities.”

A court’s refusal to recognize a foreign marriage could lead Americans and their foreign spouses to lose a wide range of benefits. These include lower tax rates, immigration benefits for the foreign partner, and the ability to make life-and-death decisions on behalf of a spouse during medical emergencies. Indeed, people trying to avoid paying a foreign spouse his or her fair share of marital assets could well rely on broad foreign law bans to invalidate marriages that they had entered into freely.

The bans also have a far-reaching impact on foreign divorcees and their families. In Florida, which has a large Jewish population, the legislature’s consideration of a foreign law ban brought these issues into stark relief. The ban was opposed by Jewish groups for their potential to upend a variety of family arrangements. In particular, the Anti-Defamation League pointed out that nonrecognition of foreign divorce decrees under the bans would undermine related decisions concerning “alimony and child custody,” and “serve as a barrier to remarriage in Florida for any Jewish person who divorced in Israel.”

Foreign law bans such as the one in Kansas may also disrupt the enforcement of foreign and religiously based prenuptial contracts, which are fairly common among the Jewish community. Under traditional Jewish law, only the husband can end a marriage. To avoid hardship to women, Jewish couples sometimes enter into prenuptial agreements that provide “for the husband’s payment of a certain amount of support (or liquidated) damage per day for each day that he refuses” to end the marriage after the wife requests him to do so. This intricate framework of traditions and protections could be upended by a categorical prohibition of any foreign or religious system that is perceived as inconsistent with American notions of fundamental liberties. A court in Kansas or Oklahoma, for example, may overturn a Jewish prenuptial agreement because its religious context—the traditional rules and customs of Jewish divorce—is perceived as discriminatory toward women. This would be the case regardless of whether the parties were actually trying to enforce specific discriminatory rules. Such a practice would ironically harm Jewish women by undermining the very tools they use to protect themselves.
What is a prenuptial agreement?

A prenuptial agreement is a written contract between two people who are about to marry. In many cases it sets out how their assets and property will be divided if the marriage is dissolved.

Is a prenuptial agreement motivated by religious principles enforceable in a court of law?

Such agreements may be enforced provided that they comply with the requirements of the state's family laws. A valid prenuptial agreement generally must be executed voluntarily and with adequate disclosure of its terms and conditions. It also cannot be made under any unconscionable circumstances.

Why do foreign law bans disrupt the recognition of such agreements?

Under a ban as broad as that enacted in Kansas, a court may refuse to enforce a premarital agreement if it was signed in a country that does not grant the same fundamental liberties as the United States. In Soleimani a Kansas state court refused to enforce a Muslim marriage contract, commonly known as a mahr agreement, that obliged the husband to pay his wife a lump sum upon divorce. Soleimani turned primarily on the court's dissatisfaction with the evidence presented in support of the mahr agreement. But the court also extensively analyzed the agreement under the state's foreign law ban, indicating that the mahr could also be void because it originates from a legal system that does not respect women's rights. The agreement invalidated by the court would ironically have provided the wife with more money than Kansas divorce law.

Even foreign law bans that do not require a court to evaluate foreign systems of law could have substantially deleterious effects. Arizona's foreign law ban, for example, prohibits courts from enforcing foreign laws that conflict with federal or state law. Marriage and divorce laws vary widely from country to country. It is therefore highly likely that Arizona's law differs from that of many foreign countries and this provision could be used to invalidate a marriage or divorce solemnized in a foreign country. Take, for example, an American soldier who thinks he has divorced his wife in Japan using the standard registration procedure for mutually agreed divorces. When the soldier returns to his home state of Arizona and attempts to marry someone else, he may find that the courts refuse to recognize his divorce and prevent him from remarrying. Japan's purely administrative regime of divorces by mutual consent stands in stark contrast to the more elaborate rules for no-fault Arizona divorces. The court's refusal to recognize the Japanese divorce could disrupt any arrangements of child custody and support that the soldier may have entered into as part of the no-fault divorce in Japan. Agreements on division of marital property could also be in jeopardy.
Religious arbitration

A little-known but frequently used means of settling family disputes is recourse to faith-based arbitration tribunals, which may also be disrupted by foreign law bans. Religious arbitrations share many qualities with commercial arbitrations. They require a valid agreement to arbitrate. The parties choose their own religious law as governing, as well as the religious authority who will serve as the arbitrator. The decision of the arbitrator, if valid on public policy grounds, is binding under U.S. law.

If courts are required to investigate the overall soundness of the religious law applied in a dispute—as suggested by bans such as the one adopted by Kansas—this entire system will be disrupted. To be sure, courts should not enforce agreements or awards that are, for example, discriminatory, totally irrational, or unconscionable. But they don’t need to analyze the entire religious system to decide on fairness in a particular case. Asking them to do so would jeopardize the certainty of religious arbitrations, which would contradict federal policy, and cast doubt on a popular option for settling family disputes. Asking courts to evaluate the overall fairness of a religious system would of course also put them in a position of having to parse questions of religious doctrine, violating the constitutional command that they must remain neutral toward all religions and avoid excessive entanglement in religion.

Disadvantages to American business

The potential problems that foreign law bans create for American business—no matter how limited in scope—are reflected in the concerted efforts by the business community to oppose them in state legislatures. These efforts are no doubt responsible for the corporate exemptions included in several of the bans. The five states that have passed foreign law bans so far have added exceptions for companies to alleviate the restrictions that the laws would place on international business transactions. Oklahoma, Kansas, Arizona, Tennessee, and Louisiana exempt “juridical persons” such as corporations, partnerships, and other business associations from the provisions of the law. Five of the eight states that introduced anti-foreign law bills in 2013 are also seeking to exempt corporations from these measures.
These exemptions do not fully resolve the potential problems that foreign law bans pose for corporations. To begin with, exempting corporations from the scope of the laws does not account for the three-quarters of American businesses that are unincorporated and employ half of the nation’s private workforce.159 The pervasive use of the Internet, in particular, has greatly increased the ability of even small, unincorporated businesses to operate across borders and engage in transnational transactions that implicate foreign law.160 It is also unclear how such exemptions would work in cases involving a corporation and an individual, such as a dispute concerning an employment contract.

Uncertainties about the applicability of the corporate exemption increase the costs and risks of conducting international business operations, making states with foreign law bans an unattractive venue for foreign commerce.161 Equally important, foreign law bans create the perception that the states that pass them are hostile to international trade. It’s one thing for state courts to, as a matter of course, evaluate contractual provisions for consistency with American public policy. It is quite another to pass a law suggesting that a state’s citizens need protection from foreign laws, positioning the state as unreceptive to international commerce. These laws could discourage overseas firms from entering into relationships with local companies or establishing lucrative projects that require both local and overseas personnel.162

For the roughly 75 percent of U.S. businesses that are unincorporated, foreign law bans create a variety of practical uncertainties. The following two examples serve to illustrate these problems.

Choice of law clauses

Bans on foreign law could thwart the choice of law in litigation and arbitral proceedings of contracting parties. According to the American Law Institute, “Contracts are entered into for serious purposes and rarely, if ever, will the parties choose a law without good reason for doing so.”163 In international commercial transactions American businesses may find themselves restricted in their ability to rely on their chosen law, frustrating a core aspect of their bargain. As the American Bar Association has pointed out, foreign parties may also be encouraged to either avoid the United States as a venue for dispute resolution or to “impose a high price in connection with some other term of the business deal in exchange for agreeing to resolve future disputes in the U.S.”164
State courts generally defer to the parties’ choice of law as long as there is a reasonable basis for that choice—for example, if the chosen country is substantially related to the parties or the transaction—and as long as applying the chosen law would not be contrary to a fundamental policy of the state.\(^{165}\) Although there is no precise definition of fundamental policy, there are generally two limiting principles. First, a court may not refuse to apply the chosen law merely because it would lead to a different result than would be obtained under local law. Second, it should show greater deference to the parties’ choice when the state of the chosen law is more closely related to the contract and the parties than the forum state.\(^{166}\) In sum, although public policy concerns vary widely, objections based on public policy can only be raised under very limited circumstances in order to ensure the “predictability and security of international commercial transactions.”\(^{167}\)

Foreign law bans, however, are likely to increase the grounds on which choice of law clauses may be invalidated, threatening to disrupt the fine balance between the interests of the contracting parties and those of the state. Take, for example, a contract dispute between a Saudi Arabian party and one in Kansas\(^ {168}\) in which the case comes before a court in Kansas and the claimant seeks to disavow the choice of Saudi law because it does not allow claims for future damages. The claimant could argue that the Saudi legal system is based on Sharia law and is inimical to American constitutional values.

According to established case law, this “generalized argument[]” that Saudi law incorporates Islamic religious doctrine would not provide a valid basis for rejecting the application of Saudi law.\(^ {169}\) But a foreign law ban, particularly a broad ban such as the one adopted by Kansas, could well lead courts to refuse to enforce the choice of Saudi law because the foreign system as a whole may violate state or federal constitutional rights, regardless of whether the foreign laws relevant to the dispute would raise constitutional issues.\(^ {170}\)

The same result could follow under the Arizona version of the foreign law ban, which disallows the use of foreign law that conflicts with federal or state law. Because both federal and Arizona\(^ {171}\) law allow claims for future damages, a claimant that had previously agreed to waive this claim by agreeing to Saudi law could seek to undo the initial contractual bargain through the foreign law ban.

The bans may also prove disruptive in arbitrations where parties have chosen foreign law to govern the dispute but selected state law to regulate procedural matters.\(^ {172}\) In these cases foreign law would govern substantive issues such as whether
there was a breach of contract and the type of damages that should be awarded, and state law would cover procedural matters such as how arbitrators are selected and whether the parties’ choice of foreign law should be respected in the first place. An arbitral tribunal applying state procedural law in the context of a foreign law ban may be compelled to override the parties’ choice of law for the same reasons that arise in a litigation context.

Such complications would be litigated at great cost to the parties and significantly delay proceedings, undermining the very purpose of arbitration, which is to achieve a more efficient means of resolving commercial disputes. The possibility that foreign law bans will frustrate the parties’ choice of law is also likely to deter the resolution of international commercial disputes in the United States. American businesses may be forced to agree to adjudicate disputes in other nations rather than at home. Worse still, the uncertainties these bans create may complicate cross-border business dealings so much that they deter international commerce that is vital to the U.S. economy.

Enforcement of foreign money judgments and arbitral awards

Foreign law bans may also thwart the enforcement of foreign money judgments and arbitral awards in state courts, which have become increasingly common in a global business environment. Consider, for example, an Arizonan rancher who obtains judgment against an international livestock company for breach of a loan agreement in a Mexican court. The livestock company operates out of Mexico and Arizona and has important assets in both jurisdictions. The rancher may therefore seek to enforce the judgment in his home state of Arizona. State courts are generally in favor of recognizing foreign money judgments as long as certain jurisdictional and procedural requirements are met. In order for a court to do so, the procedures of a foreign court must be compatible with fundamental notions of decency and fairness, but they need not “comply with the traditional rigors of American due process.” But the Arizona foreign law ban invalidates the use of foreign law that does not comply with federal or state law, throwing into jeopardy the ability of the Arizona rancher to collect on a money judgment in a convenient court.

The same problem would arise if the dispute had been decided by an arbitral tribunal in Mexico. Federal and international law require state courts to enforce foreign awards as long as the arbitration meets “the minimal requirements of fairness — adequate notice, a hearing on the evidence, and an impartial decision
by the arbitrator.” Since parties have freely consented to a less formal means of dispute resolution, they should not “expect the same procedures they would find in the judicial arena.”

But state courts acting under a foreign law ban may adopt an unduly stringent approach, refusing enforcement when foreign proceedings deviate from specific procedures that are considered constitutionally necessary to satisfy the requirements of due process in the United States. This would not only undermine the goal of certainty in commercial relations but could result in hostility to the enforcement of U.S. judgments and awards in foreign countries. The very reason for commercial arbitration—speedier, less costly, and more flexible resolution of disputes—would also be defeated.

The range of practical problems described above will hurt American families and businesses the most. Family members may be displaced from their homes, children may be unfairly separated from their parents, and spouses may experience grave unfairness in already fraught divorce proceedings. In the commercial arena the legal uncertainty surrounding foreign law bans will create complications in resolving cross-border disputes and may even deter foreign clients and investors from doing business in certain states.
Discriminatory impact of foreign law bans

The previous sections outlined the constitutional infirmities and practical difficulties created by foreign law bans even if there is no indication of discriminatory effect. But, as the history of these bans shows, anti-foreign law measures have been pushed, in large part, by those who openly advocate an anti-Islamic agenda. Although this report does not attempt to analyze the bans under the complicated jurisprudence that governs claims under the First Amendment and Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution, it is worth noting that the discriminatory purpose of foreign law bans makes them susceptible to constitutional challenge. The frequently broader religious-freedom protections afforded by state laws provide an additional avenue for challenging these bans.\textsuperscript{183}

There is significant evidence that foreign law bans are meant to target Muslim religious observance despite the removal of specific references to Islam.

As noted previously, these bans are based on model legislation drafted by David Yerushalmi,\textsuperscript{184} the founder of the anti-Sharia movement, and lobbied for by anti-Muslim groups such as the Center for Security Policy and ACT! For America.\textsuperscript{185} When federal officials rejected these concerns about Sharia as unfounded, Yerushalmi and his fellow activists changed tactics. “If you can’t move policy at the federal level, well, where do you go?” asked Yerushalmi in a \textit{New York Times} article. “You go to the states,” he responded, answering his own question.\textsuperscript{186} Aware that laws explicitly targeting Islam would be viewed as an unconstitutional attack on religious liberty, Yerushalmi sought to craft legislation that would provoke controversy and suspicion about Muslims without referring to Sharia directly.\textsuperscript{187} Drawing inspiration from the anti-foreign law movement, he broadened the model law to cover foreign law more generally.\textsuperscript{188}

According to a \textit{New York Times} article, Yerushalmi’s allies in the states “drummed up interest in the law” among Tea Party and Christian groups and began recruiting “dozens” of lawyer-legislators.\textsuperscript{189} These efforts culminated in the early versions of the ban, which passed in Tennessee in May 2010 and a month later in Louisiana.
Although these two bans and subsequent ones are carefully drafted to avoid any reference to Sharia, state legislators have been less circumspect in their language about the intent of the foreign law ban:

- **Kansas:** During the legislative debate in Kansas, Sen. Susan Wagle (R-Wichita), a key supporter of the law, declared that she endorsed the law because, as she put it, Sharia law deprived women of their rights.\(^{190}\) The *Topeka Capital Journal* reported that, “Rep. Janice Pauls, D-Hutchinson, told her colleagues it was important to vote for it [the bill] to stave off Sharia—a view shared by Rep. Peggy Mast, R-Emporia.”\(^{191}\) Sen. Chris Steineger (R-Kansas City), an opponent of the bill, noted that supporters of the bill inundated him with materials that explained how Muslims are trying to take over the United States through the imposition of Sharia.\(^{192}\)

- **Tennessee:** When the foreign law ban came before the state legislature, its sponsor, Sen. Dewayne Bunch (R-Cleveland), officially credited Joanne Bregman as its key architect.\(^{193}\) Bregman, who testified in state legislative hearings in support of the ban, is an attorney for the Tennessee Eagle Forum, which is an affiliate of the eponymous organization led by longtime conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly.\(^{194}\) Both Bregman and the conservative advocacy group Tennessee Eagle Forum are credited in a recent CAP report titled “Fear, Inc.” as being responsible for anti-Sharia efforts\(^{195}\) and anti-Muslim hysteria in the state.\(^{196}\) After the foreign law ban passed in June 2010, Bregman boasted that Tennessee was leading the country in “preventing Shariah from creeping into our legal system.”\(^{197}\) Indeed, the foreign law ban set the stage for the state’s most high-profile anti-Sharia initiative to date: a bill that makes adhering to Sharia a felony punishable by 15 years in jail.\(^{198}\) Rep. Judd Matheny (R-Tullahoma), who introduced the bill in February 2011, said that it was given to him by the Tennessee Eagle Forum.\(^{199}\)

- **Louisiana:** The co-authors of the ban, former Rep. Ernest Wooton (R-Belle Chase) and Sen. Daniel Martiny (R-Jefferson Parish), “cite the attempts by Muslim immigrants to cite tenets of Shariah law in courts across the nation as the impetus for enactment of the new legislation.”\(^{200}\) The Center for Security Policy declared that the ban, which was signed into law in 2010, placed Louisiana “at the forefront of the fight against Sharia.”\(^{201}\)

- **Florida:** The current anti-foreign law bill in Florida is co-sponsored by State Sen. Alan Hays (R-Umatilla), who likened Sharia to a “dreadful disease.”\(^{202}\) In campaigning for a similar bill in 2012, Hays distributed flyers and booklets
to fellow lawmakers entitled “Shari’ah (sic) Law: Radical Islam’s threat to the U.S. Constitution.”

These types of statements by legislators and supporters of foreign law bans certainly raise the possibility that the laws will be invalidated as intended to discriminate against Islam. Much will depend, of course, on how courts apply these laws and whether the hostility to Islam that motivated them is reflected in how the bans are applied. At the very least, courts faced with foreign law bans should exercise the greatest care in ensuring that the discriminatory purpose underlying these bans does not infect their judgments in individual cases.
Conclusion

Efforts to pass foreign law bans around the country are part of a broader movement to spread misconceptions and stereotypes about Muslims and their faith. In service of their stated anti-Muslim objectives, supporters of these bans have distorted how U.S. courts treat foreign and religious law in transnational commercial disputes and family law cases.

Foreign law bans undermine the carefully calibrated mechanisms that courts have developed to deal with foreign and international law. The broad sweep of these measures threatens to create numerous practical problems, particularly for American families and businesses. Prohibitions against the use of foreign law could disrupt the routine enforcement of foreign laws and judgments in divorce, adoption, and child custody cases, and could introduce considerable uncertainty into religious arbitration proceedings.

The bans also cast doubt on the rights and duties of commercial parties in international business disputes, potentially leading to excessive litigation and unnecessary business costs. The mere presence of foreign law bans signals to the rest of the world that at least some parts of the United States are hostile to international commerce, which could potentially deter foreign customers and investors. The United States has already slipped down the ranks of global competitiveness, and anti-foreign law measures threaten to isolate the nation even further.

State legislators faced with pressure to pass these bans should reject them because of the discriminatory message they convey and the practical problems they create. The bans should also be repealed in the six states where they have passed. Foreign law bans are a solution in search of a problem, but if these bans become law, states may soon be searching for solutions to the problems they have created.
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## Appendix

### States that introduced foreign law bans in 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Bill</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>bill is closest to ban in …</th>
<th>Wording of ban</th>
<th>Applies to treaties?</th>
<th>Applies to CorpNS?</th>
<th>Other exceptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Act of Apr. 18, 2013, § 58, 2013 Okla. Sess. Laws.</td>
<td>April 19, 2013: signed by governor and will take effect on Nov 1, 2013&lt;br&gt;April 11, 2013: passed by House&lt;br&gt;April 9, 2013: passed by Senate</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Bans decisions “based” on foreign laws, codes, or systems that &quot;would not grant … the same fundamental liberties&quot; provided for under the U.S. and Oklahoma constitutions</td>
<td>No, provided they are “superior to state law on the matter at issue”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>S. 267, 97th Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2013).</td>
<td>May 8, 2013: passed by House; sent to governor for signature&lt;br&gt;April 11, 2013: passed by Senate</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Bans decisions “based” on foreign laws, codes, or systems that are “repugnant or inconsistent with the Missouri and United States constitutions”</td>
<td>No, provided they are “superior to state law on the matter at issue”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ban cannot be interpreted to limit right to “free exercise of religion” protected under the U.S. and Missouri constitutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.R. 757, 97th Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2013).</td>
<td>April 17, 2013: consideration of bill indefinitely postponed</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Bans decisions “based” on foreign laws, codes, or systems that “would not grant … the same fundamental liberties” provided for under the U.S. and Missouri constitutions</td>
<td>No, provided they are “superior to state law on the matter at issue”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>bill is closest to ban in ...</td>
<td>Wording of ban</td>
<td>Applies to treaties?</td>
<td>Applies to CorpNS?</td>
<td>Other exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>S. 1639, 83rd Leg., regular session (Tex. 2013)</td>
<td>April 23, 2013: awaiting consideration of Senate</td>
<td>No comparable legislation</td>
<td>Bans decisions and foreign judgments “applying” foreign law that does not “guarantee” U.S. constitutional rights in cases concerning a “marriage relationship” or a “parent-child relationship”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Does not apply to business transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>April 10, 2013: passed by Business and Commerce Committee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.R. 288, 83rd Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2012)</td>
<td>February 11, 2013: referred to House Judiciary and Civil Prudence Committee</td>
<td>December 14, 2012: filed before House</td>
<td>Bans decisions based on foreign and nonbinding international law except for the following purposes: Recognizing any document “issued or certified by a [U.S.] governmental entity” “Determining a person’s identification” Providing “expository evidence for the purpose of recognizing the adoption of a child” “Enforcing a business contract or arrangement that lists [Texas] as a venue for disposition”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Depends on whether any of the four exceptions applies</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>bill is closest to ban in</td>
<td>Wording of ban</td>
<td>Applies to treaties?</td>
<td>Applies to CorpNS?</td>
<td>Other exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>S. 4, 2013 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Ala. 2013)</td>
<td>April 4, 2013: scheduled for third reading before House</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Would amend state constitution to: Ban application or enforcement of foreign law in decisions if “doing so would violate any state law” or rights under Alabama and U.S. constitutions Ban choice of law clauses that violate rights under the Alabama and U.S. constitutions Ban giving “full faith and credit” to sister state judgments that apply prohibited foreign law</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Allows for waiver of constitutional rights by contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>March 20, 2013: passed by Senate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td></td>
<td>February 5, 2013: bill referred to House Judiciary Committee</td>
<td>Wording is the same as S.B. 4, but bill proposes ordinary legislation rather than state constitutional amendment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Allows for waiver of constitutional rights by contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>H.R. 76, 85th Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (Iowa 2013)</td>
<td>May 3, 2013: legislative session adjourned for 2013, but bill likely to be carried over to 2014 session</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Bans decisions “based” on foreign laws, codes, or systems that “would not grant … the same fundamental liberties” provided for under the U.S. and Iowa constitutions</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ban does not allow judicial intervention in ecclesiastical matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>January 28, 2013: bill introduced and referred to Judiciary Committee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>bill is closest to ban in…</td>
<td>Wording of ban</td>
<td>Applies to treaties?</td>
<td>Applies to CorpNS?</td>
<td>Other exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>S. 60, 120th Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (S.C. 2013)</td>
<td>January 8, 2013: introduced and read for the first time; referred to Committee on Judiciary</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Bans decisions that “enforce” foreign laws, codes, or systems that would violate U.S. and Indiana constitutional rights</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>S. 81, 120th Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (S.C. 2013)</td>
<td>January 8, 2013: introduced and read for the first time; referred to Committee on Judiciary</td>
<td></td>
<td>Applies only to “actual or foreseeable violations”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>H.R.J. Res. 0004, 62nd Leg., Reg. Sess. (Wyo. 2013)</td>
<td>February 27, 2013: 2013 legislative session adjourned; bill must be re-filed during next session for reconsideration; January 24, 2013: indefinitely postponed</td>
<td>No comparable legislation</td>
<td>Courts “shall not consider the legal precepts of other nations or international law”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>S. 460, 118th Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (Ind. 2013)</td>
<td>April 29, 2013: 2013 legislative session adjourned; bill must be re-filed during next session for reconsideration; March 12, 2013: first Reading before House; referred to House Committee on Judiciary; February 26, 2013: passed by Senate</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Bans decisions that “enforce” foreign laws, codes or systems that would violate U.S. and Indiana constitutional rights</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>bill is closest to ban in…</td>
<td>Wording of ban</td>
<td>Applies to treaties?</td>
<td>Applies to CorpNS?</td>
<td>Other exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>S. 58, 2013 Leg., 115th Reg. Sess. (Fla. 2013)</td>
<td>May 3, 2013: died in Senate</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Bans decisions “based” on foreign laws, codes or systems that do “not grant … the same fundamental liberties … guaranteed by the State constitution or the U.S. Constitution”</td>
<td>No, provided they are “superior to state law on the matter at issue”</td>
<td>Depends</td>
<td>Ban does not allow judicial intervention in ecclesiastical matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>April 18, 2013: passed by House</td>
<td></td>
<td>Applies only to real estate and family law proceedings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>H. 695, 2013-2014 Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (N.C. 2013).</td>
<td>May 6, 2013: passed by House</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Bans enforcement of any foreign law if doing so “would violate a legal or constitutional right of one or more natural persons who are parties to the proceeding”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Allows for waiver of constitutional rights by contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Applies only to legal proceedings involving divorce, child custody, child support, alimony or equitable distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accurate as of May 14, 2013.
Other states to watch

States where foreign law bans are; pending before various legislative committees, but have not been reintroduced in the 2013 session; or effectively dead, but may be revived.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Bill</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Bill closest to ban in…</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>H.R. Con. Res. 044, 60th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Idaho 2010).</td>
<td>Approved by Senate 53-17 on March 4, 2010, and sent to U.S. secretary of state on March 29, 2010</td>
<td>No comparable legislation</td>
<td>Nonbinding resolution: not clear what effects it will have, if any, on judicial decision making in transnational disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>H.R. 4769, 96th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Mich. 2011)</td>
<td>Pending before Committee on Judiciary since November 27, 2012; motion to discharge committee was postponed</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>H.R. 242, 151st Gen. Assembly regular session (Ga. 2011)</td>
<td>Pending before House committee since February 24, 2012</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Leg. B. 647, 102nd Leg., Reg. Sess. (Neb. 2011).</td>
<td>Indefinitely postponed on April 18, 2012</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Bill closest to ban in…</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>H.R. 811, 125th Gen. Sess. (Me. 2011).</td>
<td>Died in the judiciary committee on May 24, 2011</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>S. 2281, 87th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Minn. 2012).</td>
<td>Withdrawn and returned to author on March 5, 2012</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>H.R. 2, 127th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Miss. 2012).</td>
<td>Died in Judiciary Committee on March 6, 2012</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H.R. 698, 127th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Miss. 2012).</td>
<td>Died in Judiciary Committee on March 6, 2012</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>S.J. Res. 14, 50th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (N.M. 2012).</td>
<td>Died in Senate Rules Committee on February 16, 2012</td>
<td>No comparable legislation</td>
<td>Would have prevented courts from considering any foreign or international law that violated New Mexico's public policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>H.R. 296, 58th Leg., Gen. Sess. (Utah 2010).</td>
<td>Enacting clause struck down (bill effectively killed) on March 11, 2010</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H.R. 825, 2012 Gen Assembly, Reg. Sess. (Va. 2012).</td>
<td>Continued to 2013 by Courts of Justice Committee voice vote on February 10, 2012</td>
<td>No comparable legislation</td>
<td>Would have prevented courts from deciding any issue “based on the authority of foreign law” excepted to the extent required or authorized by federal or Virginia law including the U.S. and Virginia state constitutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


12 In Missouri two bills have been introduced; one in the House and another in the Senate. The wording of H.B. 757 is materially similar to that of the Kansas ban: it bans any decisions or rulings “based” on foreign laws, codes, or systems that “would not grant … the same fundamental liberties” provided for under the U.S. and Missouri constitutions.” H.R. 757, 97th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. § 4 (Mo. 2013) (perfected version). S.B. 267 is also modeled after the Kansas ban but is potentially wider in its scope: it bans decisions “based” on foreign laws, codes, or systems that “repugnant or inconsistent” with the U.S. and Missouri constitutions. S. 267, 97th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. § 4 (Mo. 2013) (emphasis added). As of the date of this report, S.B. 267 has been passed by the Senate and is now before the House, while consideration of H.B. 757 has been indefinitely postponed. S. 267, 97th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2013); H.R. 757, 97th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2013).


15 The authors of “Shariah: The Threat to America” claim that Sharia commands or condones “abhorrent behavior” like “underage and forced marriage, honor killing, female genital mutilation, polygamy and domestic abuse.” Ibid.
16 Brougher, “Application of Religious Law in U.S. Courts.”


19 The constitutional commitment to secularism prohibits courts from enforcing any religious law or custom including Sharia. Courts, however, are allowed to enforce agreements that are drafted with religious principles in mind, provided they meet the requirements of secular law such as contract law or family law. Jones v. Wolf, 443 U.S. 955, 603 (1979).

20 Courts follow the same approach in resolving agreements concerning religious property. Jones, 443 U.S. at 603.


23 These efforts are reflected in the September 2010 report by the Center for Security Policy titled “Shariah: The Threat to America,” which identified Sharia as a “legal-political-military doctrine” that “is the preeminently totalitarian threat of our time.” Center for Security Policy, “Shariah: The Threat to America.”


25 Ibid.


33 U.S. Const. amend. I.


35 Awad v. Ziriax, 670 F.3d 1111, 1130 (10th Cir. 2012).

36 Elliott, “The Man Behind the Anti-Shariah Movement.”


38 Ibid.


40 “It is proper that we acknowledge the overwhelming weight of international opinion against the juvenile death penalty. … The opinion of the world community, while not controlling our outcome, does provide respect and significant confirmation for our own conclusions.” (emphasis added) Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 578 (2005). Opinions of world community “by no means dispositive” but “lends further support … that there is consensus among those who have addressed the issue.” Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 316 n.21 (2002). Consider- ing U.N. surveys of nationality laws of member nations in determining whether denationalization is a cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment. Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 102 (1958), “[n]ational, multina- tional, and international human rights charters and courts today play a prominent part in our world. The U.S. judicial system will be the poorer … if we do not both share our experience with, and learn from, legal systems with values and a commitment to democracy similar to our own.” Note that the phrase “international sources” here refers to international legal materials that are not binding on the United States; for example, treaties that the U.S. have not signed or ratified or nonbinding U.N. resolutions or declarations. Ruth Bader Ginsburg, “A Decent Respect to the Opinions of [Human]kind: The Value of a Comparative Perspective in Constitutional Adjudication” Address at The International Academy of Comparative Law, Washington, D.C., July 30, 2010, available at http://www.supremecourt.gov/publicinfo/speeches/viewspeeches.aspx?filename=sp_07_30_10.html.
41 In some instances, it may refer to the laws of a group. 

42 Treaty “must withstand essentially the same tests 

43 For a list of Supreme Court decisions considering a trea 


45 Ibid. at 504-506, 513, 516-520. 


47 Michael John Garcia, “International Law and Agree 

48 United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 607 (2000); 

49 “[W]e think courts should require any claim based 

50 For Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI. For procedure 

51 Note that international law has recently been ex 

52 Some treaties provide for a right to a jury trial 

53 Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 

54 Holder v. Texas, U.S. 96, 102 (1992); Medellin v. Texas, 

55 Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398, 

56 Holding that foreign legal system need not adopt 

57 The Seventh Amendment protects the right to a jury 

58 Hilton, 159 U.S. 113 upholds enforcement of a French 

59 Liberian judgment unenforceable because country was 

60 Second Amendment protects the right to a jury 


62 Rockefeller, 2000). Government 

63 executive or judicial acts of another nation, having due 

64 Note that international law has recently been ex 

65 Held that the American Constitution and law of the 

66 United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); 

67 Customary international law is part of federal common law, which 

68 The Seventh Amendment protects the right to a jury 

69 Hilton, 159 U.S. 113 upholds enforcement of a French 

70 Liberian judgment unenforceable because country was 

71 Second Amendment protects the right to a jury 

72 United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); 

73 Customary international law is part of federal common law, which 

74 The Seventh Amendment protects the right to a jury 

75 Hilton, 159 U.S. 113 upholds enforcement of a French 

76 Liberian judgment unenforceable because country was 

77 Second Amendment protects the right to a jury 

78 United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); 

79 United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); 

80 United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); 

81 Note that international law has recently been ex 

82 Held that the American Constitution and law of the 

83 United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); 

84 The Seventh Amendment protects the right to a jury 

85 Hilton, 159 U.S. 113 upholds enforcement of a French 

86 Liberian judgment unenforceable because country was 

87 Second Amendment protects the right to a jury 

88 United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); 
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